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Abstract

A previously described mathematical model of Zn absorption as a function of total daily dietary Zn and phytate was fitted to data from

studies in which dietary Ca, Fe and protein were also measured. An analysis of regression residuals indicated statistically significant positive

relationships between the residuals and Ca, Fe and protein, suggesting that the presence of any of these dietary components enhances Zn

absorption. Based on the hypotheses that (1) Ca and Fe both promote Zn absorption by binding with phytate and thereby making it una-

vailable for binding Zn and (2) protein enhances the availability of Zn for transporter binding, the model was modified to incorporate these

effects. The new model of Zn absorption as a function of dietary Zn, phytate, Ca, Fe and protein was then fitted to the data. The proportion

of variation in absorbed Zn explained by the new model was 0·88, an increase from 0·82 with the original model. A reduced version of the

model without Fe produced an equally good fit to the data and an improved value for the model selection criterion, demonstrating that

when dietary Ca and protein are controlled for, there is no evidence that dietary Fe influences Zn absorption. Regression residuals and

testing with additional data supported the validity of the new model. It was concluded that dietary Ca and protein modestly enhanced

Zn absorption and Fe had no statistically discernable effect. Furthermore, the model provides a meaningful foundation for efforts to

model nutrient interactions in mineral absorption.
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We have previously described the development of a

mathematical model of daily Zn absorption as a function of

total daily dietary Zn and phytate based on the understanding

that Zn absorption is a transporter-mediated process and that

phytate inhibits Zn absorption by binding with Zn in the gut to

form an unabsorbable complex(1). In subsequent publications,

we have reported on the application of the model and pro-

vided updated parameter estimates and model evaluation

based on additional data available since the original publi-

cation(2–4). The current parameter estimates were derived

from fitting the model to seventy-two mean data from isotope

studies of total daily Zn absorption in healthy adults of both

sexes. The fit of the model to these data produced an

R 2 value of 0·81, indicating that 81 % of the variance in

absorbed Zn is explained by dietary Zn and phytate. Other

dietary factors are known to influence Zn absorption as

well(5) and three of these dietary factors (Ca, Fe and protein)

were measured for a majority of the data in the model data-

base. This additional information afforded the opportunity to

use the model to investigate whether and in what manner

these dietary components affected Zn absorption in these

studies. The information would also provide the basis for

modification and testing of a new model incorporating any

observed effects. Such a model, if validated, could then be

used to predict how combinations of all these dietary factors

influence Zn absorption and potentially contribute to our

understanding of the underlying mechanisms that have an

impact on Zn absorption, including the role of nutrient

interactions.

Methods

Of the seventy-two data modelled by the current model, forty-

three included measurements of dietary Ca, Fe and pro-

tein(6–11). These data were used for the model development

and selection described here. Most of the data came from

a single publication(11). The dietary protein data in this publi-

cation(11) were reported as a percentage of dietary energy, but

the authors provided the data in units of g/d. The details on

the values of all dietary variables and Zn absorption are pro-

vided in Table 1. With the exception of one study where sev-

eral milligrams of ferrous sulphate were added to study diets
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to balance the Fe content(10), none of the dietary quantities

being modelled was from supplements or obvious fortifica-

tion. The data for each of the variables had approximately

normal distributions except for phytate which had a skewed

distribution with a heavy upper tail. All study diets were com-

posed of foods normally consumed in the country where the

study took place except for one study diet which consisted

solely of maize tortillas(8). Most data came from studies con-

ducted in the USA, though there were also data from Den-

mark(7,9) and Korea(10).

Data for the three potential new dietary predictors of Zn

absorption were compared with residuals from the existing

model to examine relationships with the variation in absorp-

tion not accounted for by dietary Zn and phytate. Based on

the observed relationships, a series of mathematical models

were then created to incorporate hypothetical effects of

these dietary factors into the existing model. Functional

model selection consisted of fitting all the alternative models

to the data and choosing an optimal model based on goodness

of fit, simplicity, and plausibility of parameter estimates and

prediction behaviour. The chosen functional model was then

used in a variable selection process where the contributions

of the predictor variables were evaluated. This was accom-

plished by fitting reduced versions of the model having all

possible combinations of the three new predictor variables

and testing the associated parameters to find the best model,

defined as the model having the minimum Akaike’s infor-

mation criterion (AIC) value and statistically significant par-

ameters. Parameter significance was evaluated using partial

F tests on the extra sums of squares from ANOVA comparisons

of models with and without a given parameter. Because the

model selected as the best included dietary Ca and protein

but not Fe as predictors, additional data from the original

model database were available for further validation of the

model. Predictive validity was assessed using the mean-

squared prediction error (MSPR) and comparison of parameter

estimates with and without the additional data. Approximate

95 % CI for the parameter estimates were calculated using

the profile likelihood method.

Throughout the modelling process, regression residuals

were examined to investigate relationships between variables,

evaluate model validity and to detect outliers and departures

from regression assumptions. The coefficient of multiple

determination R 2, interpreted as the proportion of variability

in absorbed Zn explained by the modelled predictor variables,

was used to assess goodness of fit and to characterise the rela-

tive influence of predictors on Zn absorption. The reported

R 2 values were confirmed to be accurate and meaningful by

replicating the fit with a model modified to address potential

problems with R 2 use in non-linear regression.

Models were fitted to data by means of non-linear

regression analysis using DataFit version 9.0 (Oakdale Engin-

eering) and R, a language and environment for statistical com-

puting, version 2.13 (The R Foundation for Statistical

Computing, www.R-project.org). Other statistical analyses

were performed with GraphPad Prism version 5.04 (GraphPad

Software). The level of significance used was 0·05.

Results

When the existing dietary Zn and phytate model was fitted to

the subset of data including Ca, Fe and protein, significant

relationships were observed between the residuals and each

of the variables with P values of 0·014, 0·0057 and 0·029,

respectively. This suggested that some of the unexplained

variation in absorbed Zn could be attributed to each of

these variables. Furthermore, all of these relationships were

positive, indicating that each dietary component enhanced

Zn absorption.

In response to these findings, the model was modified to

incorporate hypothetical actions of the three dietary factors

on the absorption process. It was hypothesised that both Ca

and Fe promoted Zn absorption by binding with phytate,

thereby eliminating its availability for binding Zn. Protein

and its digestion products were hypothesised to also affect

phytate availability for Zn binding or to enhance Zn avail-

ability for transporter binding by a non-specific mechanism,

perhaps by increasing Zn solubility in the gut. A variety of

mathematical formulations were created to incorporate these

hypothetical actions into the model. Each model was fitted

to the data and the results evaluated. The functional model

having the optimum combination of relative simplicity, good-

ness of fit to the data, quality of parameter estimates and

plausible prediction behaviour can be expressed as:

TAZ ¼ 0:5

KT 1 þ
TDPð1 2 BFe TDF 2 BCa TDCÞ
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þ AMAX þ TDZð1 þ BPr TDPrÞ

2
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The variables TDZ, TDP, TDC, TDF and TDPr represent total

daily dietary Zn, phytate, Ca, Fe and protein, respectively. TAZ

is the total daily absorbed Zn. All variables are in units of

mmol/d except protein which is in g/d. The parameters

AMAX, KT, KP, BCa, BFe and BPr are defined as maximum Zn

absorption, Zn-transporter equilibrium dissociation constant,

Zn-phytate equilibrium dissociation constant, Ca parameter,

Fe parameter and protein parameter, respectively.

Table 1. Values of the dietary predictor variables and absorbed zinc for
the forty-three data used in the full model*

(Mean values, standard deviations and ranges)

Variables Mean SD Range

Dietary Zn (mg/d) 10·6 4·6 4·3–21·0
Dietary phytate (mg/d) 1130 1150 246–3730

Median 690
Dietary Ca (mg/d) 866 183 430–1250
Dietary protein (g/d) 81·3 19·7 35·0–113
Dietary Fe (mg/d) 15·6 5·8 5·5–25·4
Absorbed Zn (mg/d) 3·04 0·95 1·44–5·10
Fractional absorption 0·32 0·12 0·14–0·69

* The median value is also shown for the phytate data since they had a skewed
distribution. Other variables had median values similar to the means.
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Fitting the model to the data produced an R 2 of 0·88 and an

AIC of 40·0. This compared with an R 2 of 0·82 and an AIC of

50·0 when the original model was fitted to the Zn and phytate

measurements for these forty-three data. Fitting of the reduced

models indicated that the model with the addition of just diet-

ary Ca and protein as predictor variables was the best model.

The results of this variable selection process are summarised

in Table 2 as a stepwise process where the parameters associ-

ated with each variable are removed one at a time to test for

significance and calculate the AIC for the reduced model.

Table 2 shows that a minimum AIC value of 38·1 was attained

when Fe, having the least significant parameter, was removed

from the full model. The R 2 for the fit of this model was 0·88,

unchanged from that of the full model. The next step then

involved removing additional parameters from the model

without Fe, with the result that the two remaining parameters

were found to be significant by partial F test and the AIC value

was not improved by removing either of them. The Zn and

phytate parameters do not appear in Table 2 for two reasons:

they are the essential core of the model and are not being

evaluated in this variable selection process and, furthermore,

the structure of the model precludes testing them individually

with the F test.

The revised equation for the selected model with Ca and

protein predictors is:

TAZ ¼ 0:5

KT 1 þ
TDPð1 2 BCa TDCÞ

KP

� �
þ AMAX þ TDZð1 þ BPr TDPrÞ
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The parameter estimates and approximate 95 % CI from fit-

ting this model to the data are listed in Table 3. Examinations

of the residuals from the fitted models revealed no serious

concerns with deviations from the models or error variance

and distribution. There were no outliers among the data.

With the removal of dietary Fe from the selected model, an

opportunity to validate the predictive capability of the model

with additional data became available. The existing model

database contained twelve data with Ca and protein measure-

ments that were not used initially since they did not also

measure Fe(12–17). Of these data (from Lowe et al.(14) and

Hunt & Beiseigel(17)), three were not used for validation

because their Ca values were much higher (.1500 mg/d)

than those used to develop the model. The TAZ values for

the nine remaining data were predicted using the model and

parameter estimates just described and the MSPR was calcu-

lated from the comparison of the measured and predicted

TAZ values. The MSPR of 0·188 was close enough to the

model’s mean-squared error of 0·121 to support the model’s

predictive validity. Of the twelve additional data (one(14)

appeared to be an influential outlier when included in the

analysis and was removed), eleven were then combined

with the forty-three data already being used and the model

was fitted to the augmented dataset for the purpose of improv-

ing the parameter estimates. The inclusion of the data with

higher dietary Ca values also effectively extended the useful

range of the model in that variable. The new parameter

estimates and 95 % CI are shown in Table 3.

Using the parameter estimates from fitting the augmented

dataset, the model was used to predict the effects of dietary

Ca and protein on Zn absorption for several fixed levels of

phytate, Ca and protein (Figs. 1 and 2). The values of 600

and 2400 mg/d of phytate, 600 and 1200 mg/d of Ca and 40

and 100 g/d of protein were chosen to represent low and
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Fig. 1. Model-predicted effect of dietary calcium on zinc absorption relative

to dietary zinc intake for calcium intakes of 600 and 1200 mg/d at dietary

phytate levels of 600 ( ) and 2400 ( ) mg/d. Dietary protein was fixed at

60 g/d.

Table 3. Parameter estimates with approximate 95 % CI from fitting the
selected model to the initial dataset and the dataset augmented with the
validation data*

Initial data (n 43) Augmented data (n 54)

Parameters Estimate 95 % CI Estimate 95 % CI

AMAX 0·083 0·075, 0·093 0·084 0·076, 0·095
KT 0·059 0·015, 0·46 0·069 0·022, 0·38
KP 0·31 0·088, 0·80 0·44 0·19, 0·90
BCa 0·021 0·0089, 0·026 0·017 0·0091, 0·022
BPr 0·013 0·0018, 0·14 0·012 0·0017, 0·092

AMAX, maximum Zn absorption; KT, Zn-transporter equilibrium dissociation
constant; KP, Zn-phytate equilibrium dissociation constant; BCa, Ca parameter;
BPr, protein parameter.

* The CI were calculated using the profile likelihood method.

Table 2. Results of model selection shown as a stepwise process*

Omitted parameters P AIC

Full model
BCa 0·098 41·2
BPr 0·080 41·6
BFe 0·80 38·1

Model without Fe
BCa 0·0092 43·8
BPr 0·020 42·2

AIC, Akaike’s information criterion; BCa, Ca parameter; BPr, protein parameter; BFe,
Fe parameter.

* The AIC values reflect omission of the parameters from the model. The minimum
AIC value was attained with the omission of dietary Fe from the full model. The
full model had an AIC of 40·0. The P values from partial F tests of the extra
sums of squares are consistent with the AIC, showing that the Fe parameter was
clearly not significant and that the remaining parameters were significant after
the removal of Fe.
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high dietary intakes, respectively. For the selected nutrient

values, including protein set equal to 60 g/d, and the range

of dietary Zn plotted, an increase in Ca from 600 to

1200 mg/d was predicted to increase Zn absorption by a maxi-

mum of almost 0·5 mg/d. Similarly, with Ca set at 1000 mg/d,

an increase from 40 to 100 g/d of protein was predicted to

increase Zn absorption by as much as 0·6 mg/d.

Discussion

Additional dietary factors affecting zinc absorption

The present results indicate that dietary Ca and protein

modestly enhanced Zn absorption. Moreover, considering

the R 2 values observed for the models, it appeared that Ca

and protein in the study diets together had an impact on Zn

absorption that was on average an order of magnitude less

than that of dietary Zn and phytate. Nonetheless, the model

predicted that a sizeable change in either Ca or protein, with

the other dietary factors unchanged, can have a non-trivial

effect on Zn absorption (Figs. 1 and 2).

Studies of the effect of Ca from natural dietary and sup-

plemental sources on Zn absorption have produced a mixed

picture. Some studies of supplemental Ca have demonstrated

no effect on Zn retention or balance(18–20), while others have

shown a negative impact on Zn balance(21). Furthermore, Ca

and phytate have been shown to interact to inhibit Zn bio-

availability in animal studies(22,23). There has also been

evidence of this effect in human subjects(24). On the other

hand, Sandström et al.(25) observed enhanced Zn absorption

when dietary Ca was increased by the addition of dairy pro-

ducts to a high-phytate bread meal; no change in absorption

occurred with a low-phytate white bread meal. Additionally,

Lönnerdal et al.(26) found Zn absorption from a soya formula

to increase when Ca was added to the formula. These results

prompted them to hypothesise that the increased Ca in the gut

was complexing with phytate, thus making it unavailable to

bind Zn. This is the mechanism that we have proposed

and implemented in our model. More recently, Hunt &

Beiseigel(17) reported data suggesting that Ca enhanced

Zn absorption, but the effect was not significant when they

controlled for dietary Zn and phytate. Contrary to our

model, their data showed the enhancing effect of Ca to be

more pronounced at low phytate levels, though this Ca £

phytate interaction was also statistically insignificant. Perhaps,

because the finding was insignificant, the authors did not

hypothesise a mechanism to explain it. Nor do we have a

mechanism to propose at this time. As described above, the

low-Ca data from the study of Hunt & Beiseigel(17) were

included in the validation data and all of the data included

were in the augmented dataset to which the model was ulti-

mately fit. The inclusion of these data contributed to changes

in the parameter estimates (Table 3), but the statistical results

were essentially unaffected.

While differences in experimental methods may have

played a role, the contradictory findings of the Ca studies

may also reflect the existence of complicating nutrient inter-

actions extending beyond that with phytate. This possibility

argues for the development of more comprehensive models

of Zn absorption which will require more data than presently

available. It is of interest to note that the effect of Ca on Zn

absorption was not apparent in the raw dietary data used

here; there was no correlation between dietary Ca and

absorbed Zn (r 0·15, P¼0·29). The relationship became

evident in the regression residuals once dietary Zn and

phytate were controlled for by the original model.

Studies of dietary protein and Zn absorption have also pro-

duced conflicting results. Dietary protein and protein digestion

products such as casein phosphopeptides have been observed

to enhance Zn absorption(25,27), inhibit absorption(28) and to

have no effect(27,28). And, again, proposed explanations have

pointed to nutrient interactions with evidence of phytate, in

particular, having a role. To explore protein–phytate inter-

action, an alternative form of the model with protein acting

on phytate availability for Zn binding was tried. The fit and par-

ameter estimates were inferior, though, and that model was

rejected. This supports the other hypothesis that protein

improves Zn absorption by means of a mechanism that pro-

motes Zn availability for transporter binding. With protein,

there is also the factor of source, animal or plant, having an

effect(5). Though the models combine protein from all sources

together, many of the protein data modelled here were quanti-

fied by source. Therefore, it was possible to look for evidence of

an effect of protein source on Zn absorption by looking for

trends in the residuals related to protein source. None was

found, though, so modelling by protein type was not pursued

at this time. It is also noteworthy that efforts to study the influ-

ence of protein quantity and source have been confounded by

the effect of varying quantities of Zn in the study diets(24,29), a

problem that can be remedied with the use of a model like

that described here to control for dietary Zn.

Studies of the impact of Fe on Zn absorption have generally

shown that Fe fortification of test meals does not affect Zn

absorption(30–33), but that non-haem Fe administered with

Zn in aqueous solution or supplement tablets in the fasting

state does inhibit the absorption of Zn, with the magnitude
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Fig. 2. Model-predicted effect of dietary protein on zinc absorption relative to

dietary zinc intake for protein intakes of 40 and 100 g/d at dietary phytate

levels of 600 ( ) and 2400 ( ) mg/d. Dietary calcium was fixed at

1000 mg/d.
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of the effect related to the Fe:Zn molar ratio(30,31,34,35). Fe–Zn

molar ratios in the studies varied from 0 to 30 for test doses in

aqueous solution and up to 25 in test meals. The results from

many of these studies have been summarised by Whittaker(36).

The sources of the data being modelled here reported that

there were no supplements given during the studies and

that with the one exception noted earlier, there was no inten-

tional Fe fortification of the study diets. Though none was

reported, it is possible that there were commercially fortified

foods in the diets, but, if so, this is considered to be inconse-

quential. The Fe:Zn molar ratios varied from 0·8 to 4·0. These

data are essentially different from those cited above in that Fe

content was from natural dietary sources and not manipulated

to any extent. More importantly, Fe was ingested in meals and,

as such, the absence of an effect is consistent with previous

findings that Fe in meals, even at high Fe:Zn ratios, does not

significantly influence Zn absorption.

The initial evidence of a strong positive association between

dietary Fe and Zn absorption observed in the raw dietary data

and residuals analysis was novel. While this relationship disap-

peared when Ca and protein were controlled for in the model,

the full model, nonetheless, did predict a small enhancing

effect (#0·1 mg/d) of Fe on Zn absorption. This effect was

insignificant, of course, but it does hint at the existence of a

hitherto unobserved Zn–Fe interaction. Given that Fe does

bind with phytate, the notion of Fe enhancing Zn absorption

as hypothesised in the model is not inconceivable.

Model development, selection and application

As described, the models investigated here were derived from

an existing model of Zn absorption as a function of dietary Zn

and phytate. The manner in which the additional dietary fac-

tors of Ca, Fe and protein were incorporated into the model

varied, but simpler mechanisms that met other criteria were

preferred in the model selection process. It was discovered

that simple models that fit the data best could, however,

have conceptual flaws in their mathematical formulations

that produced questionable or clearly erroneous predictions.

Thus, in selecting the model expressed in equation 1, a small

sacrifice in goodness of fit and certainty of parameter

estimates was made for the sake of conceptual integrity and

prediction reliability.

The hypothesis that Fe and Ca have an impact on Zn

absorption by binding with phytate are supported by plentiful

evidence that Fe(37–39) and Ca(37,40,41) absorption are also

inhibited by this very binding reaction. Furthermore, support

for the manner in which this proposed mechanism was

implemented in the functional model (equation 2) is provided

by the fact that the parameter BCa may be conceived of as

similar to Ca–phytate binding affinity. Its magnitude (a value

of 0·02 in Table 3) relative to the reciprocal of KP (a value

of 2), Zn–phytate binding affinity, is consistent with

reports(42,43) that the Zn–phytate bond is stronger than the

Ca–phytate bond at slightly alkaline pH. In contemplating

approaches for modelling dietary mineral interactions, it is

conceivable that the phytate binding reaction could serve as

the foundation of a single model of Zn, Ca and Fe absorption

and interactions.

While the parameter estimates may eventually prove to be

useful in understanding nutrient interactions in the Zn absorp-

tion process, the primary value of the model is in demonstrat-

ing the effects of Ca, Fe and protein on Zn absorption and as a

tool for predicting Zn absorption from diets with any combi-

nation of these nutrients. As pointed out above, the improve-

ment in prediction accuracy over that provided by the existing

Zn–phytate model is modest, though. If the model is to be

applied to predict Zn absorption from specified levels of diet-

ary Zn, phytate, Ca and protein, it is recommended that the

parameter estimates shown for the augmented dataset in

Table 3 be used. If absorption is being predicted from just

dietary Zn and phytate, the parameter estimates from a

previous publication(4) should be used.

The reality is certainly more complex than represented by

the model, but it appears to fit the data without evidence of

inadequacy. It should also be kept in mind that success in fit-

ting the data does not prove the hypotheses. If and when suffi-

cient data become available, it is likely that deficiencies with

the models will become evident and that more complex mod-

elling approaches will be required. It is also possible that

additional data could change conclusions about the signifi-

cance of the dietary variables. Nonetheless, the model devel-

oped here makes the best use of the limited available data

and its validity has been demonstrated to the extent possible

with the current data.
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